
Children Photo Session Tips 

Clean, clean, clean – clean nails, clean hair, wipe 
away eye boogers, clean feet (sandals on kids = black feet!), 
wipe noses, fresh-scrub teeth. The cleaner the child, 
the better their photos will turn out.

If your child is still in diapers or pull-ups, tuck’em in or wear bloomers.

If your child is still of napping age, make suIf your child is still of napping age, make sure they nap before the shoot.

It is perfectly okay to bring bribes to a photo shoot – given a stage and 
being the center of attention is sometimes overwheling to children.  Some cereal, smarties or 
other candy that won’t stain teeth can help a short photo shoot go by smoothly.

Avoid colorful drinks or lollypops within 24 hours of your shoot, don’t let the kids eat or drink 
anything that will stain their face, teeth or mouths.

Wardrobe 

For girls, you can’t go wFor girls, you can’t go wrong with cute dresses, rompers, and dainty hats or headbands.

For boys, jeans and polos or a button-up shirt, or a T-shirt with a button-up over it can be very cute, 
as well as overalls on the right age and personality. 

For siblings, the children don’t have to match perfectly, just coordinate. You can’t go wrong with 
dark, rich monotones, which drive the attention in photos to sweet faces and darling expressions 
instead of loud prints or colors. Try to pick a color that compliments your child’s eye color.





Facial hair – Men, be freshly shaved with a new razor, 
shaving cream and a moisturizing after-shave lotion 
to avoid bumps and redness. Trim up your board, 
sideburns, moustache or goatee, especially looking 
for wiry stray hairs. 

Men and women both, pluck and clean up those eyebrows.

MoisturizerMoisturizer – Dry skin can really detract from a great photo shoot. 
Start moisturizing nightly a week in advance of your shoot. When 
you get out of the shower, dry off until lightly damp, and slather on 
moisturizer. Focus on your arms, shoulders, neck, face, hands, anywhere 
you’ll be exposed to the camera. This includes your legs if you’re shooting 
in shorts or a skirt. ProTip: For dry skin on your face, especially around your 
nose, use a sugar scrub. Mix a cup of sugar with about a quarter cup of 
olive oil, or just until it looks like wet sand. Scrub your face with it anywhere you have flaky skin, wash it off, olive oil, or just until it looks like wet sand. Scrub your face with it anywhere you have flaky skin, wash it off, 
then wash with soap to remove the oil. The sugar paste shouldn’t be oily, just wet enough to moisten the sugar. 
Also, be sure to use  a facial moisturizer on your face, not a thick body moisturizer, or you could break out. 

Nails – A fresh coat of nail polish will make a world of difference in your photo shoot. Pick a neutral color that 
won’t distract in your shoot or clash with your outfits. Freshen the morning of the shoot, then be careful not to 
scuff it while prepping.  Your photo shoot is a great excuse for a fresh manicure, but if you can’t go to the 
salon, make susalon, make sure your nails look tidy and clean, including the cuticles.

Bloating – Ladies, avoid high salt and high fat foods for two to three days in advance of your shoot. Being 
bloated will sap your confidence and comfort in front of the camera.

Undergarments – Bra straps won’t do anything to help your outfit look its best. Be sure you bring a set of bras 
and strap-adjusting accessories to work with any outfit you want to shoot in to keep those straps well-hidden.

Sun burns and tan lines – If your shoot is booked for Saturday, don’t go to the beach on Friday. If you plan 
to tan before your shoot, do so at least a week beforehand and don’t get burned. Be mindful of clothing 
tan lines, sunglass tan lines, hat tan lines, etc.tan lines, sunglass tan lines, hat tan lines, etc.

Ironing – If you iron, iron the night before and then hang the clothes for your shoot. If you’re wearing 
something that wrinkles easily, don’t wear it in the car on the way to the shoot – just change at the location.

Shoes – Ladies, can’t go wrong in heels or wedges. Men, clean’em up! Dress shoes are best , but as with 
most things, let your momma or your wife decide.
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